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EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. A Period Piece
At least half the world can relate to having a period every month, but both women and men are still
shockingly in the dark about menstrual cycles. We know you’re talking about periods with your
friends, so we’re talking about them here—and setting the record straight. Fusion’s Cleo Stiller
finds out what happens when men try a menstrual cramp simulator, and asks: Are tampons toxic?.
We meet women using legal weed to treat their period pain and get schooled by famed musician
Madame Gandhi on activist “free bleeding”.

2. How Breasts Became Boobs
Humans really have a thing for breasts—but not everyone loves them in the same way. This
episode looks at the wonderful, complicated world of boobs. Fusion’s Cleo Stiller asks where our
collective fixation with breasts comes from, and reports on everything from how the bra is being
revolutionized to what happens if you don’t want your breasts at all.

3. Love Right Now
"When it comes to relationships, there’s nothing new under the sun. But there is some pretty “Wait,
what?!” stuff happening right now. We explore new conversations about one of the oldest human
impulses—coupling up. Fusion’s Cleo Stiller asks: Are phones ruining our relationships?, meets
the people that want to be single forever, and investigates new developments in male birth control.

4. How Did You Learn About Sex?
Many of us received poor sexual education growing up, if we received any at all. In this episode,
we explore how we learn about sex—and where to get the best information. Fusion’s Cleo Stiller
attends a consent workshop at NYU, meets the Muslim sex-ed activists, unearths the biggest
myths you learnt in gym class and asks: Is our generation over safe sex?!

5. All About Orgasms
Orgasms are treated as this monolithic experience, but they’re a lot more nuanced than that—this
episode clears up the mystery. Fusion’s Cleo Stiller checks out an orgasm workshop to learn
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climaxing 101, visits a doctor hoping to treat anxiety, depression, and sleeplessness with orgasms
and meets folks who just don’t care about orgasming - at all.

6. Body Positive
Our generation is obsessed with “living our best life”—and part of that means loving our bodies in
new and radical ways. Fusion’s Cleo Stiller spends one wild day at a “body pride” parade,
discovers Hollywood beauty trick no-one knows about, and goes shopping with famed plus-size
fashion blogger Jessica Torres.

7. The Virginity Episode
Think back to your first time. We treat it as a huge milestone, and for many young people, it
defines them in some way. But lots of modern assumptions about virginity are pure myth,—so
what if we redefined the concept all together? Thankfully, our generation is. Fusion’s Cleo Stiller
meets the Millennials redefining what it means to “lose your virginity”; discovers that you can’t
actually “break” a hymen and chats to HBO’s Insecure star, Yvonne Orji about why she’s still a
virgin, at 33.
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